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Clinical Data-Mining: Integrating Practice and Research (Pocket Guides to Social Work Research Methods)Oxford University Press, 2009

	Clinical Data-Mining (CDM) involves the conceptualization, extraction, analysis, and interpretation of available clinical data for practice knowledge-building, clinical decision-making and practitioner reflection. Depending upon the type of data mined, CDM can be qualitative or quantitative; it is generally retrospective, but may be...
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100 SOA Questions: Asked and AnsweredPrentice Hall, 2010

	100 SOA Questions brings together authoritative answers to the most crucial questions business, technical, and architectural decision-makers ask about SOA. It draws on the immense experience of two SOA experts who’ve participated in more than 100 SOA projects in the roles of architect, designer,...
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Microsoft Lync Server 2010 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2011

	This is the industry’s most comprehensive, realistic, and useful guide to Microsoft Lync Server 2010. It brings together “in-the-trenches” guidance for all facets of planning, integration, deployment, and administration, from expert consultants who’ve spent years implementing Microsoft Unified...
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Foundation Dreamweaver MXFriends of Ed, 2003

	Macromedia Dreamweaver MX merges the faultless visual layout tools of Dreamweaver and the powerful yet easy-to-use database integration offered by UltraDev into a product that is simply the most vital piece of software any web designer can own.


	Unlike many other books, Foundation Dreamweaver MX concentrates on both sides...
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Getting Started with Meteor.js JavaScript FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2012

	Creating the most modern, dynamic, multi-user web applications quickly and easily is exactly what Meteor was designed for – and it’s all done in JavaScript. In this tutorial is everything you need to know to get started.


	Overview

	
		Create dynamic, multi-user web applications completely in...
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Atlassian Confluence 5 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Centralize all your organization’s documentation in one place using Confluence. From installation to using add-ons, this is a complete, user-friendly tutorial that assumes virtually no prior knowledge.


	Overview

	
		Create and manage project documentation with Confluence
	
		Share and...
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Building an On Demand Computing Environment with IBM : How to Optimize Your Current Infrastructure for Today and TomorrowMaximum Press, 2004
This author describes the three components of the on  demand business model so you can understand how your business can benefit and  how you can evolve your current computing infrastructure to achieve the  flexibility vital to this era.

In October 2002, IBM launched a new corporate-wide strategy called...
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Core J2EE Patterns: Best Practices and Design StrategiesPearson Education, 2001
Over the last few years, Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) technology has emerged and matured as a standard platform for building enterprise applications. While the platform has matured into a solid offering for developing and deploying enterprise applications, it does offer its challenges. As developers, often we confuse learning the...
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Pentaho Data Integration Cookbook Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	The premier open source ETL tool is at your command with this recipe-packed cookbook. Learn to use data sources in Kettle, avoid pitfalls, and dig out the advanced features of Pentaho Data Integration the easy way.


	Overview

	
		Intergrate Kettle in integration with other components of the Pentaho Business...
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Murach's SQL Server 2008 for Developers (Murach: Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2008

	This book is designed to teach application developers all of the skills they need to use SQL to work with a Microsoft SQL Server 2008 database. But it's also a great first book for developers who are on the path to becoming a DBA.
	
		Unlike most SQL Server 2008 books, this one starts by showing you how to use SQL queries to...
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ASP.NET v. 2.0-The Beta Version (2nd Edition) (Microsoft Net Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
In this book, three world-class ASP.NET experts present a  start-to-finish, developer-focused preview of Microsoft's latest Web development  breakthrough: ASP.NET 2.0.

The first book to fully reflect the new ASP.NET 2.0 Beta, ASP.NET v. 2.0—The Beta Version...
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Mechanics of Microelectromechanical SystemsSpringer, 2004
This book offers a comprehensive coverage to the mechanics of
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), which are analyzed from a
mechanical engineer’s viewpoint as devices that transform an input form of
energy, such as thermal, electrostatic, electromagnetic or optical, into output
mechanical motion (in the case of...
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